Double-layer coating for field-emission cryo-scanning electron microscopy--present state and applications.
Imaging of fast-frozen samples is the most direct approach for electron microscopy of organic material. It prevents chemical fixation and drying artifacts. Frozen samples can be replicated and imaged in the transmission electron microscope (TEM), or they can be directly visualized in the cryo-scanning electron microscope (cryo-SEM). Double-layer coating combines these two techniques and many of their advantages. With this method, the frozen bulk sample is coated similar to the TEM-replica technique with, for example, a shadow of platinum (at an angle of 45 degrees) and an additional layer of carbon. Then, the sample is cryo-transferred to an SEM equipped with a cold stage and imaged with the material-dependent backscattered electron signal that shows the platinum distribution. With this method, charging artifacts and the effects of beam damage are significantly reduced. Although currently the resolution of the replica technique cannot be surpassed, the method greatly facilitates the processing of brittle, rapidly frozen samples because no replica cleaning is necessary. This makes the method especially suitable for high-pressure frozen samples.